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A STUDY OF THE EXTENT OF SPREAD OF INFESTATION, EFFECTS,
AND POSSIBLE CONTROL OF THE TENT CATERPILLAR
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Director of Thesis:_---'D~r=-=-·~C~l~a=r~k:;...;::D~•'--"W_o_t=h~e~r~sp~o~o~n~-----STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this study was to determine the
extent of spread of infestation, effects, and possible
control of the eastern tent caterpillar, Malacosoma
americanum, in Lewis County, Kentucky.
In order to solve the problems of this study the
following sub-problems appeared to need conclusions:
1. Determination of the area of infestation of
the tent caterpillar in Lewis County.
2. Determination of the species of trees affected.
3. Determination of the relation of the two main
types of soil to the spread of the insect.

·4. Determination of possible methods of control.

SOURCES OF DATA
In order to achieve the purposes of this study
these procedures for the collection of data appeared to
be necessary:
1. Published findings of various groups or
individuals concerned with the eastern tent
caterpillar were consulted to find sources
that gave background and related materials.
2. A questionnaire was developed to obtain data on
the area of infestation, kinds of trees
infested, and any control methods that were
used.

J. Agents of the Soil Conservation Office of the
United States Department of Agriculture and
the University of Kentucky Extension Service
regarding data pertinent the study.

4. Personal interviews were conducted with landowners in various sectors of Lewis County.
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
In order to meet the needs of this study the
following procedures for the treatment of the data were
initiated:
\·

1. Data from the questionnaire were comp:i:_led and
depicted in the forms of maps and gr.aphs.

Analyses were made that would give clarity
and substantiation to the problems of this
study.
2. Data collected from structured interviews was
included in the data compiled from the
questionnaire.

3, Data collected from the Soil Conservation Office
and the Extension Service were analyzed and
conclusions were drawn, with some of the
results depicted in the form of maps.

MAJOR FINDINGS
The eastern tent caterpillar, Malacosoma americanum,
is a pest of fruit, shade, and forest trees.

The larvae

of this caterpillar become active in early spring about
the time leaves begin to unfold.

A silken web or tent is

constructed on which the caterpillars cluster together
between intervals of feeding on nearby foliage.

These

characteristic tents constructed by the larvae are usually
the first visible sign of the insect's presence.

The

caterpillars feed actively for about six weeks after which
they pupate.

They remain in the pupal stage for a period

of ten days to three weeks after which they transform
into the adult stage.

The adult, which does no feeding,

mates and dies within two weeks after leaving the cocoon
of the pupal stage.
The larvae are capable of completely defoliating
an individual tree, although branch dieback, top
killing, and growth loss may occur after several defoliations, tree mortality is rare.,

Unsightly tents often

become a·nuisance and can be just as annoying as the
feeding damage.
High populations of tent caterpillars usually are
o~-can be terminated by a combination of natural enemies
or direct control measures taken by landowners.
CONCLUSIONS
The results of this study appeared to warrant the
following conclusions:
1, The area of infestation of the tent caterpillar

in Lewis County is the whole county with the
exception of a few isolated spots where the
tree population is scarce.
2, The species of trees most often inf~~ted by the

tent caterpillar are cherry, Prunus species,
apple, Malus species, and other plants of the
family Rosaceae.

A few trees of the forest

hardwood varieties. were also infested.

J. No significant relationship was found between

the two main types of soil and the spread of
the insect.

4. Control of the tent caterpillar is by a
combination of natural enemies and applied
measures used by the landowners.

The natural

enemies are parasites, predators, starvation,
disease, and unfavorable weather conditions.
Applied measures are sprays and dusts as
recommended by the United States Department of
Agriculture.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
I.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The purpose of this study was to determine the
extent of spread of infestation, effects, and possible
control of the eastern tent caterpillar, Malacosoma
americanum, in Lewis County, Kentucky.
In order to solve the problems of this study, the
following sub-problems appeared to need conclusions:
1. Determination of the area of infestation of
the tent caterpillar in Lewis County.
2. Determination of the species of trees affected.
3. Determination of the relation of the two main
types of soil to the spread of the insect.
4. Determination of possible methods of control.
II.

HYPOTHESES

First, a serious infestation of the eastern tent
caterpillar, Malacosoma americanum, is prevalent in
certain areas of Lewis County.
Second, the infestation most seriously affects
wild cherry and the fruit tree varieties which constitute
the small orchard and garden.
Third, there appears to be an association between

certain soil types and the degree of infestation.
Fourth, there are methods, available materials,
and techniques that help to control the infestation.

III.

NEED FOR THE STUDY

For many years the eastern tent caterpillar has
been a source of irritation to many people of Lewis
County due to the intolerable levels of unsightliness of
webs and defoliation.

The area of infestation seemed to

have been very widespread.

There was a possibility that

the infestation could spread to virtually every property
holder in the county since the area was rural or small
town and heavily populated with trees.

The species of

trees found most savory to the tent caterpillar were found
in all regions of the county.
The majority of the farmers and other property
holders knew of the presence of the insect but had little
knowledge of its habits or methods of infestation.
However, after the web disappeared, their knowledge and
even their concern seemed to vanish.

An awareness that

the insect exists the year around should have been created.
Awareness could simulate a desire for further knowledge,
which in turn, could create a de.sire or need for a method
of control.

Control would be the end product sought by

most horticulturists and agriculturists.

2
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There seemed to be very little available material
from which information about the tent caterpillar could be
obtained.

Local sources, which should have furnished the

bulk of information for the needs of the people of the
county, were almost void.

Even at the state level,

information was not plentiful and if it were, access was
not readily available.
Publications appeared in several newspapers about
the time of emergence of the caterpillars from the egg
mass.

Russel noted the prevalence and voracious nature

of the pests and gave warning to home owners that after
the caterpillars had defoliated their favorite tree, they
would spread to flowers and shrubs. 1 Clark suggested an
early control program as the job becomes more difficult
the longer they are allowed to live.2
A need for the study seemed to be implied.

The

little knowledge possessed by the local farmer, the
absence of an abundance of materials giving information
about the eastern tent caterpillar, Malacosoma americanum,

1 Burl Russel, "Tent Caterpillar Invasion Begins,"
The Kentucky Post and Times Star, Cincinnati, April 3,
1967, p. 4k. - - - -2Ernest Clark, "The Time is Now to Stop Eastern
T~nt Caterpillars," The Courier-Journal, Louisville,
April 3, 1967, p. B4.
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and the heavy tree population of the county would stand to
substantiate this need.
IV.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The study covered the following limitations:
1. Collection of data was made during the years
of 1966 and 1967.
2. The area of study was within Lewis County,
Kentucky.

J. Only the species of tent caterpillar, Malacosoma
americanum, was considered for the research.
V.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Malacosoma 8!11l.ericanum.

A caterpillar belonging to

the order Lepodoptera, the family Lasiocampidae, and having
the common name eastern tent caterpillar.

When full grown,

the caterpillar is about two and one half inches long and
is cylindrical.

The head and body are deep black with

many, short irregular, brownish markings along the side of
each segment.

Also on each side is a row of oval, pale

blue spots nearly surrounded by black.

The body is

sparsely clothed with long, fine, light-brown hairs.

The

caterpillar is full grown in about six weeks after hatching.
After the caterpillar reaches full growth, the pupal
stage forms next and lasts about two weeks.

The cocoon is
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oval, about one inch long and composed exteriorly of coarse,
whitish silk surrounding the tougher parchment-like lining •
. A yellow, powdery substance is mixed with the silk.

This

pupal stage lasts about two weeks before hatching into a
moth.
The moth has a wing expanse ranging from one and
one fourth to two inches.

The body is very stout and is

a dull reddish brown, with two whitish stripes extending
obliquely across the forewings.

Soon after the adult

hatches, fertilization takes place.

The eggs are deposited

in masses of from 150 to 350, each mass encircling a twig
as shown in Figure I. 3 They are cemented together and
coated with a dark glue-like substance which hardens and
covers the egg mass.4
Infestation.

The area over which the insect has

become inhabited.
Species.

A category of biological classification,

Larvae.

Insects in the earliest stage of develop-

ment, after hatching and before changing to a pupa.

3J. L. Rauschenberger and W. H. Clarke,
Evaluation of the Eastern Tent Caterpillar in Kentucky
in-1967. (Asnville, North Carolina: United States Forest
Service, United States Department of.Agriculture, 1967).
4i. C. Cr~ighead," !~sect Enemies of Eastern For~sts.
{Washington: United States Printing Office, 1950), .
pp. 416-7.

Fig. 1 - Egg mass of the eastern tent caterpillar
(Magnified 8X)
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Pupa.

Stage in which the caterpillar spins a

cocoon and goes into a quiescent period in which the
anatomy is almost completely.changed into that of the
adult.
Frass.

Accumulations-of animal waste that are

found inside the tents of caterpillars.
VI.

BACKGROUND MATERIAL

Eastern tent caterpillars live a communal type of
life while in the larva stage,

However, there is no

visible sign of re~ula:tion, government, or socialized
life within the community.
The caterpillars hatch early in the spring when
the wild cherry and apple tree buds are beginning to open.
At first they spin a few webs over the egg cases as if to
give themselves sure footing.

If the weather is favorable,

they soon start searching for food, spinning trails of
silk in every direction.

Yet, in each brood, the individ-

uals keep within reach of one another, and the trails of
silk leading back to the main branch insure them of
getting back to their own family.
If the weather is inclement when they hatch, the
caterpillars spin an excess of silk threads over the egg
cases and cling to these threads in an unconscious-like
state.

They can endure several days in this state through

hard and chilling rains, winds, and temperatures below
freezing, without food or shelter.
On about the fifth day after hatching, the caterpillars leave their egg case home, which is near the end
of a twig, and go to a main branch of a tree.

There they

start to spin a tent-like web in the crotch between the
main stem and one or two of the smaller branches.

This

establishment marks the beginning of a change in the
caterpillars' lives, entailing responsibilities that
demand a fixed course of daily living.
From now on, each day the tents increase rapidly in
size by successive additions of web spun over the top and
sides, each new sheet covering a flat space between itself
and the last.

The old roofs thus become successively the

floors of the new stories.

The latter, of course, lap over

the sides, and many continue around and beneath the
original structure; but since the tent was started in a
crotch, the principal growth is upward with continual
expansion at the top.

During the building period, a

symmetrical tent is a beautiful construction.
The caterpillars have adopted a community form of
living; all feed together, all rest together, all work at
the same time, and their days are divided into definite
periods for each of their several duties.

There is,

however, no apparent organized social life, but with the
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caterpillar the acts are probably functions; that is, the
urge probably comes from some ppysiological process going
on within them, which may be influenced somewhat by
weather.
The activities of the day begin with the first
feeding.

Early in the morning the family assembles on the

roof, and about six-thirty, proceeds outward in one or
several orderly columns on the branches.

After two hours

or more of feeding, appetites are appeased, and the caterpillars go back to the surface of the tent, usually by
eight-thirty or nine o'clock.

Here they do a little

spinning on the tent's walls, but no strenuous work is
attempted at this time, and generally within a half hour
the entire family is reassembled inside the tent.

Most

frequently the crowds collect first on the shady side of
the outermost story, but as the. morning advances the
caterpillars seek the cooler inner chamber, where they
remain hidden from view.
In the early part of the afternoon, a second
feeding is taken.

The usual hour is approximately one

o'clock, but there is no set time.

As they assemble on

the roof of the tent, they spin and weave again until all
are ready to proceed to the feeding grounds.
lasts about an hour.

This feeding

When the caterpillars return to the

tent, they do a little more spinning before they retire to
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the tent for a resting period.

This second feeding is not

always fully attended and is more popular with caterpillars
in the younger stages, being dispensed with entirely in the
last stage of their development.
The third feeding which is late in the day, is the
principal meal of the,day.

This feeding is preceded by a

great activity on the part of the caterpillars assembled
on the outside of the tents.

Though the energy of the tent

caterpillar is never excessive, it appears to reach the
highest expression at this time.

The tent roof is covered

by the restless throngs, most of the individuals busily
occupied with the weaving of the web, working apparently
in desperate haste as if a certain task had been set for
them to finish before they should be allowed to eat.
Possibly though, the stimulus comes merely from a
congestion of the silk reservoirs in their bodies and the
spinning of the thread·affords relief.

When the spinning

is finished, a few move toward the feeding area at first,
others follow, and presently-a column is moving outward
usually keeping to the well marked paths of the silk till
distant branches are reached.

Here the line breaks up into

several sections which spread out over the foliage.

For

up to three hours the feeding continues, .the caterpillars
often returning home late at night.

Observations made by

Snodgrass indicate that this is the regular habit of the
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tent caterpillar in the earlier stages and perhaps, into
the last stage of its life. 5
The tent caterpillars ordinarily shed their skins
six times during their lives.

The moltings take place in

the tent, except the molt of the caterpillar to the pupa,
and each molt renders the caterpillar inactive for the
greater part of two days.

By the time the caterpillar

reaches maturity, the discarded skins in the tent out
number the caterpillars five to one.
As the caterpillars begin to go into their sixth,
or last stage, they change their habits in many ways,
disregarding the conventionalities and refusing the
responsibilities that bound them in their earliest stages.
They do little if any spinning on the tent, not even
keeping it in decent repair.

They stay out all night to

feed, unless adverse weather interferes, thus.merging the
three feedings into one long nocturnal feeding.

When the

caterpillars begin these all-night feasts, they dispense
with the midday feeding, their crop being so crammed with
food by morning that the entire day is required for its
digestion.

Dimmer has described the tent caterpillars

5Robert Evans Snodgrass, Insects, Their Ways and
Means of Living (Vol •. V of Smithsonian Scientific Series,
.~d. Charles Greely Abbott: New York: Smithsonian
Institution Series,.Incorporated, 1934), P• 274,
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as nocturnal feeders, 6 Kulman says that they feed only
during the daylight hour~.7

Both writers appear to be

correct, each noting a habit that occurs at different
periods of a caterpillar's life,
The tent caterpillars' mode of feeding is to devour
the leaves down to the midribs, and in this fashion they
denude whole branches of the trees they inhabit,

Since

the caterpillars have big appetites, sometimes a large
colony in a small tree or several colonies in the same
tree may strip the tree bare before they reach maturity,
Figure 2 shows a good illustration of defoliation by tent
caterpillars. 8
After the caterpillars go into their last stage,
the tents are neglected and rapidly fall into a state of
delapidation,

Birds often poke holes in them with their

bills and rip off sheets of silk which they carry away
for nest building purposes.

The caterpillars do not even

6Fredrick Dimmer (ed.), The Animal Kingdom
(Garden City, New.York: Doubleday and Company,
Incorporated, 1954), p. 1943,
.
7Herbert M, Kulman, "Tent Caterpillars," Science,
Agricultural Experiment Station, West Virginia.University,
Bulletin 467, Part 2 (Morgantown: West Virginia University,
1962), p. 8,
8 J. L. Rauschenberger and w. H. Clerke, Evaluation
·
of the Eastern Tent Caterpillar in Kentucky in 1§67.
(Ashville, NortnCarolina: United States Forest ervice,
United Stat1,s Department of. Agriculture, 1967), p. 5,

Fig. 2 - Eastern tent caterpillar tents and defoliation
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repair these damages.

The rooms of the tent become filled

with accumulations of frass, molted skins, and the
shriveled bodies of dead caterpillars.

But the cater-

pillars, now in their finest dress, are oblivious to their
sordid surroundings and sleep all day amidst them.
The tent life continues about a week after the last
molt, and then the family begins to break up, the members
leaving singly or in bands, but always as individuals
without concern for one another.
making a very dramatic exit.

They leave their tents

A caterpillar comes rushing

out of a tent and hurries along a branch, goes to the end
of a spur or tip of a leaf, and without slackening
continues into space till the end of the support touches
the stomach, when suddenly he gives a flip into the air,
turns a somersault, and lands on the ground.

Some have

been observed to just drop off the end of the branch with
out the acrobatic touch, but very few have been seen to go
down the trunk of a tree in commonplace style.

A few stay

in the tent and spin their cocoon within the confines of
the tent.
After the mature caterpillars leave the tents, they
wander at large and feed wherever they find suitable food.
Nature seems to have implanted in.them a migratory urge
which now becomes active and leads the members of a family
to scatter far and wide.

About a week is allowed for
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dispersal; each wanderer selects a suitable place for
enclosing itself in a cocoon.
For three weeks, or a little longer, the process
of reconstruction goes on within the pupa, and then the
creature that was a caterpillar breaks through its covering
and appears in the form and costume of a moth.

The tent

caterpillars perform so thoroughly their duty of eating
that the moths have little need of more food.

Conse-

quently, the moths are· not encumbered with implements for
feeding.

The only purposes of the adult moths are mating

and laying of eggs.

The adult does no damage to any tree,

so by the middle of June all damage has been done, giving
the trees time to leaf out again and continue their own
struggle for self preservation.9
V.

RELATED MATERIAL

The tent caterpillars comprise a group of closely
related species of moths.

Porter lists only two species

in the eastern United States, the eastern tent caterpillar,
Malacosoma americanum, and the forest tent caterpillar,
Malacosoma disstria, both species being native to this

9Robert Evans Snodgrass, Insects, Their Way~ and
Means.of Living (Vol. V of Smithsonian Scientific eries,
ed. Charles Greely Abbott: New York: Smithsonian
Institution.Series, Incorporated, 1934), pp. 262-314.
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country.

Porter mentions records that give evidence of an

outbreak as far back as 1946.

He also says that the tent

caterpillars seemingly occur in cycles, becoming extremely
abundant and troublesome for several years in succession,
afterwards subsiding.again to smaller numbers. 1O
Observations and studies made of the effects of
defoliation by the eastern tent caterpillar appear not to
have much significance in the literature, although one has
the feeling that this may be partly due to insufficient
investigations.

However, Kulman reports that forest

entomologists have been aware of the occurrence and
possible importance of defoliation for some time. 11
A slight difference of opinion exists as to the
effects of defoliation by the eastern tent caterpillar.
Porter says that the trees are weakened, although they are
seldom killed outright. 12 Libby gives the opinion that
trees are weakened and frequently die after several years

lOB. A. Porter, The_Eastern Tent Caterpillar,
Entomology Research Division, Agricultural Research
Service, Leaflet 161.(Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1965), p. 1.
llH. M. · Kulman, "Natural Control of the Eastern
Tent Caterpillar and Notes on Its Status as a Forest Pest,"
Journal of Economic Entomologi, 58:67, February, 1965.

12porter, loc ~- cit.
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of caterpillar damage.13
In 1960 Kulman made a study of the effects of
complete defoliation on stands of black cherry, Prunus
serotina, in northern West Virginia and adjacent Pennsylvania.

Several stands of the black cherry which were

completely defoliated were carefully studied during the
summer months.

After the complete defoliation, a second

set of leaves was produced.

Shortly after the second set

was fully developed, the trees were again defoliated by
the common leaf-folding caterpillar, Calocalpe undulata.
A third set of leaves was formed during the year.
A follow-up study was conducted in 1962.

Dead

branches were common on trees completely defoliated in 1960.
Kulman reported gum defects in cherry wood and these could
be caused by the peach bark beetle, Phloeoleibys luminaris,
feeding on the inner bark of living trees.

These beetles

need debilitated or dead branches for brood production.
Repeated defoliation by the tent caterpillar would create
an abundance of this material and, therefore, produce
conditions for a second insect to damage the valuable
cherry tree.

Undoubtedly, according to Kulman, forest

13John L. Libby, Tent Caterpillars, Extension
Service, College of Agriculture, Leaflet 293-A (New Jersey:
Rutgers, The State University), p. 2.
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stands frequently suffer from defoliation, but this is
usually overlooked because the trees readily produce a
new set of leaves and because the cherry usually grows
either in small stands or scattered over the· .forest •1 4
Several studies have been made on effects of the
defoliation by the forest tent caterpillar.

The results

from these studies were significant because the methods of
'

defoliation by this caterpillar are the same as the eastern
tent caterpillar.

Although the types of trees preferred

by this caterp1llar are of the forest hardwood variety and
those by the eastern tent caterpillar are mostly of the
hardwoods belonging to the family Rosaceae, both at times
will infest.the same kinds of trees. 1 5
Churchill, John, Duncan, and Hodson conducted a
study of the effects of defoliation of the aspen, Populus
tremeuiodes, in 1964. 16 This study, made in Minnesota, was
completed six years after an initial comprehensive

14H. M. Kulman, "Natural Control of the Eastern
Tent Caterpillar and Notes on Its Status as a Forest Pest,"
Journal of Economic Entomology, 58:67-8, February, 1965.
15 Herbert M. Kulman, 11 Tent Caterpillar, 11 Science,
·
West Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 467,
Part 2 (Morgantown: West Virginia University, 1962), P• 2.
160. B. Churchill, H. H. John, D. P. Duncan, and
A. s. Hodson, "Long rerm Effects on Defoliation of Aspen by
the Forest Tent Caterpillar," Ecology, 45:630-3,
Summer 1965.

•
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investigation on the effects of defoliation.

Results

indicated an increasing mortality with increasing
defoliation intensity.

Fungus and insect incidence also

increased with increasing defoliation intensity.

Their

study showed that recovery of growth after cessation of
defoliation appeared to take one growing season in the
most severe cases of defoliation.

During the second year

after cessation of defoliation there was no apparent
effect.

During the third year the growth had increased

more than in a normal year.

They seemed to think the

increased growth the third year was the result of higher
mortality in the stands of aspen investigated.
A recent evaluation of the eastern tent caterpillar
activity in Kentucky was made in November 1966.

Formal

survey of suppression projects have not been carried out
against this insect in the past.

However, Kentucky has

experienced widespread infestation during the past few
years that has caused major concern.

The Department of

Natural Resources, Commonwealth of Kentucky, requested a
cooperative survey designed to determine the state-wide
potential for eastern tent caterpillar damage in 1967 and
to delineate areas where severe damage might be anticipated in order that control measures could be taken.
The survey, made by the personnel of the Division
of Forest Insect and Disease Control, United States Forest
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Service, and the Kentucky Division of Forestry, was the
first of a two-part evaluation investigation. 1 7 The
evaluation consisted of sampling new and old egg cases to
gain preliminary information of anticipated changes in the
insect population between 1966 and 1967.

Thirty counties

were chosen for the survey so as to give a representative
sampling of all regions of the state.

(Lewis County was

not included in that survey.)
The preliminary analysis of the data indicated that
most of eastern Kentucky would have more infestation of
the eastern tent caterpillar during the year 1967. 18
A follow~up survey was made in May 1967 to record
damage that actually occurred.

Results indicated that a

close correlation existed between the density of egg masses
and resultant defoliation.

Heaviest damage in 1967
occurred in the north portion of the state. 19
1 7J. L. Rauschenberger and·E. T. Wilson, Jr., An
Evaluation of t·he Potential for Defoliation ]2Y. the Eastern
Tent CaterpITlar""°in KentuckyDuring 1967. (Ashville, North
Carolina: United States Forest Service, 1966), pp. 1-6.
18Ibid.
1 9J. L. Rauschenberger and W. H. Clerke,
Evaluation of the Eastern Tent Caterpillar ·in Kentucky
in 1967. (Ashville, NorthGarolina: UnitedStates Forest
Serrue, Un:i.ted States Department of ,Agriculture, 1967),
p. 1.

CHAPTER II
COLLECTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF DATA
In an analysis of the procedure used in obtaining
data for the investigation of the problem and its.
subdivisions, as were delineated in Chapter I, several
sources were found which would yield needed information.
I.

THE COLLECTION OF DATA

To find sources that gave background and related
materials, published findings of various groups or
individuals concerned with the eastern·tent caterpillar
were consulted.

The quantity of t~e findings was very

limited; however, expert opinion available from the
publications was extensive and conclusive.
A second source for securing the data for the
investigation was a questionnaire.

This questionnaire

was carefully prepared, edited, and circulated among
individuals to give a representative survey of all parts
of Lewis County.

The questionnaire was planned to gather

conclusive data on area of infestation, kinds of trees
infested, and any control methods that were used.

A

sample of the above mentioned questionnaire appears in
the Appendix, Form I.
A third source for securing data was to contact
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agents of the Soil Conservation Office of .the United States
Department of Agriculture and the University of K~ntucky
I

Extension Service located in Lewis County.

These1agents
I

gave expert opinions on soil types in Lewis County and
I

other related materials valuable to the investigation.
The fourth source for securing data was through
structured interviews with individuals from various parts
of the county.

Information from these interviews.was

added to the data obtained from the questionnaire.
Additional material was collected by the writer
through observations of various parts of the county.
No definite pattern was followed for the collection
of the data.

Each source for the collection had to be

secured independently of the other:

yet there was a

definite overlapping of the information.

From these and

similar sources, analyses were made and conclusions were
drawn relative to the amount of infestation of the

.

eastern tent caterpillar in Lewis County.
'

'
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II.

DEVELOPMENT OF DATA

The data which were obtained by the steps and
procedures described in the previous section of this
chapter were accumulated and compiled in such a manner
that treatment was both logical and. expedient.
The questionnaire survey.provided the best data
necessary to permit a careful and accurate treatment of
the basic hypotheses involved in the study.

The question-

naire was sent to 140 citizens of Lewis County, and a
ninety per cent response was received in answer.

A map

showing the approximate location of the residence of those
answering the questionnaire appears in the Appendix,
Figure I.
The data from the questionnaire concerning the
species of trees affected were entered in a table in
graphic form which was developed for this purpose.

The

data included the kinds of trees and the number of each
kind in relation to each other.
Additional data obtained from the questionnaire
were compiled as percentages since the other questions
gave only a choice of two answers.
Data obtained from the Soil Conservation Office
were entered in the form of a map.

Included in the map

were the areas containing the two main types of soil in
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Lewis County.
Most of the data secured through structured interviews were similar to that received in the questionnaire
and were included in that compilation.
Additional data were treated throughout the analyses
for reasons of clarity and substantiation of conclusions.

CHAPTER III
TREATMENT AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
The data obtained by the application of the
procedures which were described in Chapter II required
several methods of analysis and treatment.

These data

are presented and discussed under different headings of
this chapter.
I.

DATA OBTAINED FROM THE QUESTIONNAIRE

The first question was so structured to yield
evidence of the presence of the tent caterpillar in
various areas of the county.
were received 124 answers.
and 5 answered

11

no 11 •

From that question there
Of these, 119 answered "yes"

The tabulated average of the "yes"

answers was ninety-six per cent with four per cent for the
11

no 11 answers.

Those percentages were obtained from the

survey conducted during the month of April, 1967,
Three of those answering
Ohio River Bottoms,

11

no 11 live on farms in the

Those farms have been cleared of most

trees and large growing vegetation.

Even the fence rows

where most wild cherry trees seem to be fou11d have been
kept free of all large growing vegetation.

That evidence

could have accounted for or influenced their answering
'-.

11

As shown in the Appendix, Figure I, the responses

no 11 •
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were from all areas of the county.
of

11

The high percentage

yes 11 answers seemed to indicate the presence of the

tent caterpillar in all areas of Lewis County.
The second question yielded pertinent information
on the kinds of trees infested,

A comparison of the number

and kinds of trees infested is presented in Table I.

The

wild cherry and apple trees were the names given most often
in the responses as species of trees infested.

Tabulation

showed eighty-one responses for each the wild cherry and
the apple trees.

'The plums were listed twenty-one times,

domestic cherry eighteen, elm twelve, peach ten, and
oak eight.

The willow, maple, and locust were listed

five times, while the pear, walnut, and shrubbery fn yards
were listed three times.

Some other varieties included

in the responses were poplar, birch, redbud, dogwood,
mulberry, gum, and hickory.
The evidence seemed to indicate that the apple,
wild cherry, or other trees· belonging to the family
Rosaceae were the kinds most severely infested.
other species were infested,

However,

The data obtained from

discussions with farmers gave evidence to support the
theory that those trees such as poplar, walnut, locust,
maple, and hickory were infested only after the tent
caterpillars had devoured the foliage on the wild cherry,
apple, or trees belonging to their family.

The scarcity

TABLE I
Wild Cherry
Apple
Plum
Domestic Cherry
Elm

Peach
Oak

Willow
Ma

le

Locust
Pear
Walnut
Shrubbery

TABULATION FROM QUESTIONNAIRE
OF.NUMBERS AND KINDS.OF TREES
INFES'.I;'ED _13Y '.l'lIE TENT_· CATER.ti:i:r,.AR
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of wild cherry or apple seemed to have been a factor in
the number of other species of trees infested.
The third question was concerned with obtaining
data in regard to the number of trees that had been seen
on each farm having tent caterpillar infestation.

The

question asked was for the approximate number of trees on
each farm.

The responses ranged from none to "thousands."

The latter answer appeared to indicate many, many trees
rather than an actual number.

The data compiled from

those responses are presented in Figure 3.
The infestation in the northern part of the county
along the Ohio River seemed to have been less than in other
areas.

Every answer from each person in that area stated

that there were less than twenty-five trees on his
respective farm having tent caterpillar infestation.

The

fact that there was more cleared and cultivated land could
have had a. bearing upon kind of data collected.
The areas bordering Quick 1 s Run and Salt Lick
creeks and the Tollesboro community were areas that
showed a heavier infestation.

The number of trees sighted

ranged in the 50-100 groups per farm.

Also, there were a

few sighted in the east and northeast sectors near the
Quincy and St. Paul communities having this number.
The heaviest infestation was reported to have
been along the Kinniconick creek and the southern boundary
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of the county.

The responses listed "hundreds 11 _and

"thousands" from several individuals contacted from these
areas.

Again the amount of cultivation and the terrain

of the land could have some bearing upon the amount of
infestation.

There was less cultivated land in the

southern part of the county than in the northern sector.
Also, considerable areas of land which had been under
cultivation were now idle and growing up in bushes.
Usually the wild cherry trees thrive in this kind of
environment.

The terrain, also, is much more hilly in the

southern sector of the county.
The fourth _question was concerned with whether
the infested trees were located in one area or scattered
over the entire farm.

To this question, there were

received a total of 103 replies.

Eighty-nine reported the

infestation scattered over their entire farm.

Fourteen

reported the infestation as having been in only one area .
on their farm.

This gave a substantiation to the theory

that the infestation was covering most of the county.
The fifth question dealt with the increase or
decrease of infestation from the year-1966 to 1967.

There

were 114 replies to that question.

An increase was

indicated by 103 of ~he responses.

Three replies indicated

a decrease.

Two replies gave an answer of not knowing, and

six stated that the amount of infestation had remained the
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same,

Ninety per cent of the replies indicated an

increase in the county.
The sixth question asked for data concerning the
methods of destruction or control which were used.
answer most often given was burning.

The

Most of those who

responded explained that a torch attached to a long pole
was the method of burning.

A few gave an answer of

· spraying, with some even listing the kind of spray used,
Some stated that cutting of the infested branches from
the tree was their method of destruction.
Several responses stated that no effort was made
to control the infestation.

Also, a few said that the

tent caterpillars were so high in the trees that there
was no way to reach them to try any method of control,
Surprisingly, a few of the responses _seemed very
concerned about control methods and asked questions-such
as the following:

were there any methods of destruction,

which was the best method of c_ontrol, and where could one
find information about methods of destruction and control?
Those queries gave an indication that there was some
concern about the infestation and destruction of the tent
caterpillar,
II.

DATA SHOWING RELATION OF SOIL AND INFESTATION
The most extensive kinds of soils in Kentucky are
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the residual soils resulting from the decay of rocks.
Some alluvial soils, those carried from elsewhere and
deposited by the forces of nature, are found along the
streams and rivers. 1 A map showing the soil types in
Kentucky appears in the Appendix, Figure II, 2
Basically, Lewis County has two kinds of residual
soils.

The western third of the county that lies in the

Outer Bluegrass Region has soils that are formed ·from
limestone and containing some clay, and these soils are
known as Shelbyville and Lowell,

The eastern two thirds

that lies in the Knobs Region has soil that was derived
largely from sandstone and interbedded shales, and is
known as Muskingum Soil.3

A map showing the basic soils in

Lewis County was prepared with the cooperation of Ted
Allen., Director of the Soil Conservation Service in
Lewis County, and is shown in Figure 4,
The data collected from the questionnaire and
other sources indicated evidence of the infestation of the
tent caterpillar in all areas of Lewis County.

The area

1 P. E. Karraker, Soils of Kentucky, University of
Kentucky, Agricultural Experimental Station, Circular 67
(Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 1955}, PP• 3-8.
2 Joseph R. Schwende~an, Geography of K~ntucky
·
(Oklahoma City: Harlow Publishing Corporation, 1958), P• 72.
3Karraker·, loc. cit.
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of least infestation, as seemed to have been suggested by
the compiled data, was the Black Oak community located in
the northwest part of the county near the Ohio River.

The

replies to the questionnaire from individuals in that area
gave little or no evidence of infestation.

The soils of

the Black Oak community and along the Ohio River are mostly
alluvial.

However, the area within the Black Oak community

is small in comparison with the size of the county.

Thus,

the over-all view of infestation would be changed little
from the data collected from that area.
The apple tree and the wild cherry tree, the species
of trees most affected by the infestation, were found
growing on all kinds of soil in Lewis County.

Even

the species of trees infested to a lesser degree were
found growing on all the different kinds of soil.

Trees,

such as the Umbrella Trees, Magnolia tripetala, which grow
only in the eastern part of the county having sandstone
soil, were not found to have been affected.
III.

METHODS, AVAILABLE MATERIALS, AND TECHNIQUES

THAT HELP TO CONTROL INFESTATION OF TENT CATERPILLARS
Many factors influence eastern tent caterpillar
populations.

High populations are usually terminated by

a combination of natural enemies such as parasites,
predators, starvation, disease, unfavorable weather
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conditions, and, sometimes, by direct control measures
taken by landowners.
The eastern tent caterpillar has been found to be a
heavily parasitized insect.

A study of tent caterpillar

parasites was made by Kulman in 1961 after the sudden
collapse of the caterpillar population following widespread
defoliation of the Black Cherry, Prunus serotina, in West
Virginia and Pennsylvania in the year of 1960.

He found

thirty-two species of parasites, most of which occurred
during the larval stage of the tent caterpillar.

The data,

however, were limited because the parasitized pupae were
collected only from tents and pupation was not limited
to tents. 4
Typical of the parasites was the flesh fly,
Saracophage aldrichi, a large fly with gray and black
stripes on its back.

The fly sometimes occurs in large

numbers and is rather annoying to man, but fortunately,
cannot bite.

Unlike most insects, the . female fly lays a

small maggot instead of an egg.

The maggot is deposited

on the cocoon of the tent caterpillar.

It bores through

the cocoon and kills the enclosed ·pupa by its feeding
4 H. M. Kulman, "Natural Control of the Eastern Tent
Caterpillar and Notes on Its Status as a Forest Pest,".
Journal of _Economic Entomology, 58:68, February, 1965.
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activity.

When full-grown, the maggot drops to the ground

and remains there throughout the winter and in the spring
emerges as an adult fly.5
Many wasps and flies were found that laid eggs in
or on the egg, larval, or pupal stage of the tent caterpillar and developed at the expense of the host.

Typical

of the flies were the ichneumon flies, of which nineteen
species were found to have laid eggs in the early stages of
the tent caterpillar. 6
The caterpillars have been found to suffer from
nematode, fungus, and virus infections.

The latter two

sometimes destroy a large percentage of the caterpillars
over a wide area.

The most common virus disease found was

a nuclear-polyhedrosis type which causes a breakdown of
the caterpillars' tissues, leaving only the outer skin.
The dead caterpillar body usually hangs by one of its
prolegs from a branch as a limp bag which will break at
the slightest disturbance and spill its viruliferous
contents on the leaves and branches below.

Caterpillars

coming in contact with that material will contract the
disease.

Virus materials that dry on the branch may serve

5Ibid.
6 Ibid~, p. 69.
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as a source of infestation for several years.7

Some

experiments were performed by Kulman and Brooks in which
virus materials were collected and sprayed on infested
trees. 8 Some of the tests were encouragingly successful.
One of the extremely few birds that habitually
destroys the hairy tent caterpillar is the Yellow-Billed
Cuckoo or Rain-Crow, Coccyzus americanus.

As most birds

dislike this hairy insect, the Yellow-Billed Cuckoo is
thus important from an economic standpoint because of
-

significant reduction in the number of caterpillars in
orchards or Black Cherry tree stands.9
Funkhouser observed at Tyrone, Kentucky, a pair
of the Yellow-Billed Cuckoos eating all of the tent
caterpillars in a large nest in less than three minutes.
The nest had been previously_ observed full of caterpillars.
After eating the caterpillars, the birds destroyed the
nest, apparently for the pure joy of tearing it to pieces,
although they may have been searching for a few remaining

?H. L. Kulman and Marion A. Brooks, "Dosages of
Nuclear-Polyhedrosis Virus Effective Against .Malacosoma
Disstria With Notes on Interspecies Susceptibility,"
Journal-of Economic Entomology, 58:1008, October, 1965.
8Ibid.
9Jesse D. Figgins, Birds of Kentucky, (Lexington:
University of Kentucky Press, 1945)., pp. 200-1.
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caterpillars.10
Dr. Crayton Jackson observed one Yellow-Billed
Cuckoo which had died from gorging on so many tent caterpillars that they had punctured the crop of the bird. 11
Weather conditions, especially late frosts and
long periods of very hot or cold weather after the caterpillars have hatched, undoubtedly affect the success or
failure of their populations.
Most biological control agents do not affect the
cater.pillar populations until the caterpillars are at, or
beyond, the destructive and nuisance size.

They serve

only to reduce the population before the eggs are laid
for next year's caterpillars.
Applied control measures use either the "hand
methods" or sprays.

In some instances where spraying

would not be feasible due to poisons in the sprays or to
small numbers of tents, the "hand methods" could produce
satisfactory results.
The most important

11

hand method" is destruction of

lOwilliam Delbert Funkhouser, Wild Life i!!
Kentucky, (Frankfort: The Kentucky Geological Survey,
1925), pp.-275-6.
11observations by Dr. Crayton Jackson, Morehead
State University, Morehead, Kentucky, .July, 1966.
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the nests of caterpillars.

This method must, of necessity,

be used when the caterpillars are in the nests.

The nest

may be torn out by hand or with a brush or pole, and the
caterpillars crushed to the ground.

No caterpillars should

be left crawling on or around the tree.

The nests can also

be singed or burned out with a torch of oily rags tied to
a pole, but care must be taken to avoid injury to the tree.
Nests should be destroyed as soon as they are seen,
preferably before the caterpillars have had much time to
feed.
The egg masses on twigs can be destroyed by cutting
off the twigs in winter and burning them:

Also, the

removal of unwanted apple and cherry trees, which have
little or no value, would probably reduce the number of
tent caterpillars as the leaves of these trees are the
main food used for sustenance.
Several inse.cticides have been found effective
for the control of the tent caterpillar.

These can be

used either as sprays or dusts.

Knowal recommends the use
of methoxychlor, malathion, chlordane or Sevin. 12 He said

that DDT, lead arsenate, or toxaphene could be used but

12R. Joseph Knowal and B. A. Porter, The Eastern
Tent Caterpillar, United States Department of Agriculture,
Leaflet No. 161. (Washington: Government Printing Office,
1967) , p. 4.
.
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are rarely recommended,

The caterpillars are most readily

poisoned when the tents are not more than two or three
inches in diameter.

The foliage of trees may be sprayed

or dusted with insecticides as recommended by the United
States Department of Agriculture as shown in Table

rr. 13

However, care should be taken to follow the manufacturer's
directions on the labels when preparing and applying the
commercial spray materials as they can vary somewhat from
manufacturer to manufacturer.
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TABLE II
INSECTICIDES AVAILABLE FOR CONTROL
OF THE EASTERN TENT CATERPILLAR

Spray--Amount per gallon
Chemical

Dust
Wettable Powder

4%

2 tbsp. of 50%
2 tbsp. of 25%

l½

tsp. of 50%

5%

1 tbsp. of

1

tsp. of 75%

Methoxychlor

5%

Malathion
Chlordane
Sevin

Emulsion

40%

2 tbsp. of 50%

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY, CONCLUS~0NS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study was concerned with the determination
of the extent of spread of infestation, effects, and
possible control of the eastern tent caterpillar, Malacosoma
americanum, in Lewis County, Kentucky.

In order to achieve

the objectives of this study, it was necessary to resolve
the following sub-problems:
1. Determination of the area of infestation of
the tent caterpillar in Lewis County.
2. Determination of the species of trees affected.

3. Determination of the relation of the two main
types of soil to the spread of the insect.

4. Determination of possible methods of control.
I.

SUMMARY

The eastern tent caterpillar, Malacosoma americanum,
is a pest of fruit, shade, and forest trees.

The larvae

of this caterpillar become active in early spring about
the time leaves begin to unfold.

A silken web or tent is

constructed on which the caterpillars cluster together
between intervals of feeding on nearby foliage.

The

characteristic tents constnucted by the larvae are
usually the first visible sign of the insect's presence.
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The caterpillars feed actively for about six weeks after
which they pupate.

They remain in the pupal stage for a

period of ten days to three weeks after which they transform into the adult stage.

The adult, which does no

feeding, mates and dies within two weeks after leaving
the cocoon of the pupal stage.
The larvae are capable of completely defoliating
an individual tree, and although branch dieback, top
killing, and growth loss may occur after several defoliations, tree mortality is rare.

Unsightly tents, can and

often do, become a nuisance and can be just as annoying as
the feeding damage.
High populations of the tent caterpillar usually
are or can be terminated by a combination of natural'
enemies or by direct control measures taken by landowners.

II.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study appeared to warrant the
following conclusions:
1, The area of infestation of the tent caterpillar
in Lewis County is the whole county with the
exception of a few isolated spots where the
tree population is scarce.
2. The species of trees most often infested by the
tent caterpillars are cherry, Prunus species,
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apple, Malus species, and other plants of the
family, Rosacea.

A few trees of the forest

hardwood varieties were also infested.

J. No significant relationship was found between
the two main types of soil and the spread of
the insect.

4. Control of the tent caterpillar is by a combination of natural enemies and applied measures
used by the landowners.

The natural enemies

are parasites, predators, starvation, disease,
and unfavorable weather conditions.

Applied

measures are sprays and dusts of methoxychlor,
malathion, chlordane, and Sevin in amounts
recommended by the manufacturers or by the
United States Department of Agriculture.
III.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The nature. of this study and the subsequent findings
warrant the following recommendations:
1. Private landowners in Lewis County where the
increase in damage potential is indicated
should be informed of the situation so that.
they may undertake control action.
2. Infestation in individual or groups of small
trees may be suppressed by tearing out by hand
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or burning the tents.

This procedure is most

effective when the largest portion of the
larvae are within the tents, and this can be
determined by inspection.

The tents should be

burned as soon after construction as possible.
3. Larger trees and groups of trees in fence rows,
along roadsides, in orchards, or in valuable
timber stands may be sprayed with one of the
insecticides as recommended in Chapter IV.
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Vanceburg, Kentucky
April, 1967
Dear
I am writing a research paper on the presence of the
eastern tent caterpillar in Lewis County. These caterpillars build webs in trees during the months of April,
May, and June. They usually are found in the fork of a
tree and will build a very large web. Several hundred of
the caterpillars live in each webby tent. Their main
food is the leaves of the tree in which they live.
It would be appreciated very much if you would
answer the questions at the bottom of-this page. If you
h~ve not seen any caterpillars on your farm, this is
also important, as it shows the area they have not yet
infested.
Yours truly,

-----------------------------------------------------------1. Have you seen evidence of the tent caterpillar on your
farm this year?_ _ _ _ _ _ (Yes, No)

______ ,______ ,______ '------.

2. In what kinds of trees have you seen the caterpillars?
.

3. Give the approximate number of trees in which you
have seen the caterpillar. ______
4. If more than one tree, were they in one area or
scattered over your farm? ________
5. Does there seem to be an increase or decrease in the
number of tents from the year of 1966 to 1967?_ _ __
6. Ifdidyouyoudestroyed
the tent caterpillars, what method_
use? ___________________
If you have additional information, please write on the
back of this paper.
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-SOILS OF KENTUCKY
80JL

productive
Very rich and
~Grenad_a_____ ,
Mixture of clay, sand, and loam. In
plares very fertile
3. SusquchannaPoor clav- :,;flil.; which cap the hills
Savannahwc::,l of Kl'nt11r ky L<ike
Rushton
~Dixon-B_a_xt_e_r___, Area of diversified agriculture. Good
tobacco soil
5. Hager11tr,wnRegion of good farms. Land
Frederic-'k _________
__..._____ to ~oil condition~
well adjusted
1. Alluvial
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6. Muskingum-Wellston- Ruur,rh hilly or pluleau land In the ea."h'rn part
Zanesville
of th,· ~talt' muMly 11,t•d for fon•,.:t" :md \\Oc>11'nt:1
7. FairmontRidi~oils t1i:1t ,;roduce good crop:; and l'Xl't'·:,l'nt
Lowell
pastures
-8-:-Ma:Jry- Ont' nf tlw !w,.:t a).[riculturnl t1oils in the l'a:-t\!111
Hagerstown
part of llw nation
~mall area in \\ a_rne and Clinton \:Oun ti,•, ,, .: !1
"°T"Decatur-Deweyreel ~uil
Clarksville
LarJ,W art'as not -cl1•arcd, but -~,1d I, b ro:, ,.: ~•
10. HartsellsMuskingum
into cu.U ivat ion
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